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ABSTRACT
Why Variable-Population Social
Orderings Cannot Escape the Repugnant
Conclusion: Proofs and Implications
The population literature in theoretical economics has long focused on attempts to avoid
the repugnant conclusion. We advance the literature by proving that no social ordering in
population economics can escape the repugnant conclusion in all instances. As we show,
prior results depend on a formal definition of the repugnant conclusion that artificially
excludes some repugnant cases. In particular, the literature traditionally formalizes the
repugnant conclusion to exclude cases that include an unaffected subpopulation. We
relax this normatively irrelevant exclusion, and others. We prove that any candidate social
ordering that satisfies either a basic axiom of Aggregation or Non-Aggregation implies
some instance of the repugnant conclusion. Therefore, the repugnant conclusion provides
no methodological guidance for theory or policymaking, because it cannot discriminate
among candidate social orderings. This result is of practical importance because evaluation
of important climate or development policies depends on comparing social welfare across
populations of differing sizes.
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Introduction: Which conclusions are repugnant?

An enduring puzzle in the economics of social welfare is how to incorporate variable
population size into social orderings. How should social welfare functions evaluate
policies, such as climate policy (Broome, 2012; Scovronick et al., 2017), national health
insurance programs, or education subsidies, that will change both the well-being and the
number of future people? Because many interventions will influence population size, this
is an important question for economic policy (Blackorby and Donaldson, 1984; Dasgupta,
1995).
It is widely agreed that the population ethics literature is far from fulfilling the goal of
providing guidance for these important policy questions. This is because the population
ethics literature has long remained focused on the attempt to avoid a condition called the
“repugnant conclusion.” The repugnant conclusion is an implication of social orderings
that allow the quantity of people to compensate for changes in per-person quality of life.
Parfit (1984) originally formulated the repugnant conclusion as the hypothetical possibility
of a large enough number of lives such that the large number of lives at a low, positive level
of utility would be socially preferable to a smaller number of excellent lives, according to
some social ordering.
Quantity-quality tradeoffs are at the core of population economics. For every social
ordering, there are cases where small changes for some people are socially valued above
large changes for others. And yet, the repugnant conclusion has been interpreted as a
special implication of only some social orderings, such as total utilitarianism (which sums
P
AU
wellbeing: V T U (u) = n(u)
(u) =
i=1 ui ). Average utilitarianism, for example, (where V
P
n(u)
1
i=1 ui ) is cannonically interpreted not to imply the repugnant conclusion.
n(u)
Our study clarifies the implications of the repugnant conclusion. The leading papers in
population economics have focused on proving formal theorems about which families of
social welfare functions do or do not imply the repugnant conclusion (Ng, 1989; Arrhenius,
2000; Blackorby et al., 2005; Fleurbaey and Zuber, 2015). These impossibility theorems
have built an understanding that a social ordering can avoid the repugnant conclusion,
but only at a large theoretical cost.1
This paper contributes theorems and examples that reveal that this understanding of
1
For example, Ng (1989) proves that any plausible social ordering must either imply the repugnant
conclusion or violate one of two other conditions called Non-Antiegalitarianism and Mere addition. Similarly,
Asheim and Zuber (2014) prove that a family of social orderings “either leads to the Weak Repugnant
Conclusion or violates the Weak Non-Sadism Condition.” Other important recent examples are the core
contributions of Arrhenius (n.d.) and Bossert (2017).
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the repugnant conclusion should be revised. Repugnance is more common than previously
believed. The repugnant conclusion is not an implication of merely some social orderings;
in fact, it is an implication of every social ordering in population economics.
To reach this conclusion, we show that the literature, in a history of path-dependence
from prominent original examples, has used several formal definitions of the repugnant
conclusion, all of which capture only a subset of equivalently repugnant cases. We build
on Fleurbaey and Tungodden (2010), who demonstrate a dilemma in welfare economics
between fundamentally aggregative social welfare functions (such as utilitarianism) which
consider every person’s interests and fundamentally non-aggregative social welfare functions (such as maximin) which attend most or only to the worst-off. We show that whether
a social welfare function fulfills an axiom of Aggregation or Non-Aggregation, it must
imply a single, extended very repugnant conclusion which preserves all of the repugnance
of standard formalizations of the repugnant conclusion in the literature.
The implication is that population ethics is not fundamentally a choice between the
repugnant conclusion or other undesirable implications. This only appears to be the case
because of a history of formal definitions that exclude many instances of repugnance.
Similarly, repugnance is not a defining property of total utilitarianism: for example, there
are choice sets from which average utilitarianism makes “repugnant” choices of worse
lives rather than better lives, but total utilitarianism does not.2 We conclude that because
repugnance cannot be escaped, escaping it should not be a goal, so there is no normative
reason to impose an axiomatic requirement for population ethics to avoid the repugnant
conclusion.

1.1

Our contribution, in the context of prior impossibility results

What is essential to the repugnance of the repugnant conclusion? What separates mere
counterexamples against a social ordering from repugnant conclusions? To motivate our
paper, we offer an introductory illustration of the efforts to escape Parfit’s version of the
repugnant conclusion. A recent important advancement of this literature is Asheim and
Zuber’s (2014) Rank-Dependent Generalized Utilitarianism (RDGU), which we use for
illustration throughout this paper. This social welfare function transforms each person’s
utilities by an increasing function g (which may be linear or concave), and weights utilities
2

Although without the same formalization, emphasis, or scope as our paper, prior arguments in this
direction have been made in the philosophy literature by Anglin (1977) and Cowen (1996).
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by a weight that is geometrically decreasing in rank-distance from the worst-off person:

V

RDGU

(u) =

n(u)
X


β r g u[r] ,

(RDGU)

r=1

where β ∈ (0, 1) and the square-bracket index [r] indicates that u is ordered in increasing
rank. As Asheim and Zuber prove, RDGU escapes Parfit’s formulation of the repugnant
conclusion.3 Although RDGU escapes Parfit’s original example of repugnance, it has the
following unintuitive implication, for a comparison of same-sized populations:
Example 1. Let ε > 0 be any small utility increment, r∗ > 1 be any counting rank, m > r∗ be
any large number of people, and δ > 0 (and δ > ε) be any large utility increment. Then, there
exists same-sized populations u and v such that:
• Only rank r∗ is strictly better-off under v than u, and only by ε;
• For all other ranks r 6= r∗ , including the worst-off person, v is strictly worse than u; and
• For at least m people (m rank orders r), v is much worse: v[r] + δ ≤ u[r] ,
such that RDGU strictly prefers v to u, but u is strictly preferred by every population-sensitive
social welfare function in the population economics literature, incuding maximin, maximax, total
and average utilitarianism and prioritarianism, and critical-level generalized utilitarianism.
We see this as an unintiutive implication of RDGU. But Example 1 may plausibly be
argued merely to be a counterexample to RDGU that is separate and distinct from the
repugnant conclusion, because Example 1 does not concern quantity-quality tradeoffs, which
are the focus of the repugnant conclusion. But consider Example 2, which does make a
quantity-quality tradeoff, and in particular makes the social choice of lower-quality lives
over higher-quality lives:
Example 2. Let ε > 0 be any small utility increment, uh > 0 be any very high utility level, and
nh > 0 be any large number of lives at uh . Then, there exists a number of ε-quality lives nε > 0 and
an unaffected, intersecting sub-population v such that adding nε lives each at ε to v is preferred by
RDGU to adding nh excellent lives at uh .
Both examples are proven in appendix section A.1. Example 2 shows that RDGU
implies repugnance, after all. RDGU has this implication because, as we show, every
3

In the context of Ng’s (1989) theorem, RDGU does this by denying the Mere Addition axiom.
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plausible social welfare function must. There is no normative difference between, on the
one hand, any repugnance of a social ordering recommending the creation of worse lives
instead of better lives in Example 2 and, on the other hand, any repugnance in Parfit’s
example of the repugnant conclusion.
What does Example 2 tell us? The literature has long recognized the impossibility
of a population-sensitive social welfare function that fully accords with every desirable
intuition (e.g.Ng, 1989; Arrhenius, 2000; Blackorby et al., 2005). But this literature would
not consider Example 2 to be an instance of the repugnant conclusion: the presence of
the unaffected sub-population v causes Example 2 to be excluded from standard formal
definitions of the repugnant conclusion in the literature. However, every policy choice
includes unaffected sub-populations, including, at a minimum, the set of people who
have already died (Blackorby et al., 1995). As we show below, the literature has also
excluded other instances of repugnance that differ from traditional formalizations only
in other normatively unimportant ways. Only because these examples are excluded
from the habitual formalization of repugnance are some social orderings (such as RDGU)
understood to escape the repugnant conclusion. Because these equivalently-repugnant
cases should not be excluded, the repugnant conclusion cannot be escaped. Escaping it,
therefore, should not be a theoretical goal — because it is impossible.

1.2

Outline

Section 2 introduces our setting and four basic axioms. These have been shown in the
literature to be sufficient for a reduced-form representation of a social ordering as an
equally-distributed equivalent level of well-being and population size. Following the
population economics literature, we only consider the very large set of social orderings
with such a reduced-form representation.
Section 3 introduces a fundamental question of this paper: what is repugnance? What
understandings of the repugnant conclusion fully capture the repugnance of Parfit’s
example? How should such repugnance be translated into a family of formal definitions?
We observe that, although the prior literature includes several “repugnant conclusions,” it
has restricted formal definitions of the repugnant conclusion to the strict subset of cases
where the binary choice between populations includes no intersecting subset of unaffected
lives — lives that could be distant in time or space, or in the past. Here, we define
unrestricted versions of the repugnant conclusion and the very repugnant conclusion, which
may or may not include such unaffected lives. Later, we define an extended repugnant
4

conclusion, which reflects the fact that any repugnance in a quantity-quality tradeoff is as
available in fixed-population, same-number cases as it is in the different-number cases of
population ethics. If so, the repugnant conclusion is no special problem for population
ethics.
We next consider two large subsets of social orderings, which include all that we know
to be advanced in the population economics literature and more. Section 4 introduces
an Aggregation axiom. All social orderings which satisfy the Aggregation axiom (and
a definition for zero) imply the very repugnant conclusion, in our unrestricted version.
Because Aggregation is closely related to separability in same-number, risk-free cases, this
includes many social orderings — among them many that are commonly understood to
escape repugnance.
Section 5 introduces a Non-Aggregation axiom. This axiom reflects orderings such
as maximin or RDGU which give unequal emphasis to a subset of lives. We show that
all social orderings with a reduced-form representation which satisfy either Aggregation
or Non-aggregaation (with no other requirements) imply the extended very repugnant
conclusion. Either in aggregating large quantities of tiny changes, or in ignoring them,
however many, every social ordering has unintuitive consequences over an unbounded
domain. This observation is not unique to population ethics (Cowen, 1996; Fleurbaey and
Tungodden, 2010) and is certainly not specific to totalism and related social orderings.
Therefore, the mere fact that a social ordering entails a repugnant quantity-quality tradeoff
for some example that can be constructed in unbounded space is not informative, and
cannot guide population ethics.

2

Setting and basic axioms

We largely use the same notation for welfarist, variable-population social evaluation used
by Blackorby et al. (2005). Z are the integers, R are the real numbers, R++ and R+ are the
positive and nonnegative real numbers, respectively, and similarly for −, −−, and Z.
Populations u, v are finite-length vectors of real numbers, where the ith position in the
vector ui is the lifetime utility of person i.4 Following Asheim and Zuber (2014), when an
index is inclosed in square brackets it indicates a rank from worst-off, so u[3] is the utility
of the third-worst-off person in u; otherwise indices i do not imply rank. The size of u
4

We only consider what Pivato (2018) calls actualist populations, considering only the utility levels of
people who come to exist; Pivato contrasts those with possibilist populations, which assign zero utility to
possible people who never exist.
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is n(u) ∈ Z++ , so u ∈ Rn(u) . In comparing the utilities in populations, u ≥ v means that
ui ≥ vi for all i; u > v means that u ≥ v and ui 6= vi for some i; u  v means ui > vi for
all i. 1n is an n-dimensional unit vector, so ξ1n is a population in which all n people have
equal utility ξ. Applied to individual populations, ∪ notation combines populations, so
n(u ∪ v) = n(u) + n(v).
S
The set of all conceptually possible populations is Ω = n∈Z++ Rn . The task in this
paper is to describe %, which is a social ordering on Ω. % is a binary relation with the
interpretation that u % v means that u is at least as good as v. The asymmetric and
symmetric parts of % are  and ∼, respectively.
Some parts of this paper will use social welfare functions. There, g : R → R is a
continuous, increasing, unbounded, and linear or concave function such that g(0) = 0;
the purpose of g is to give utility a prioritarian transformation. Also f : Z+ → R+ is
an increasing function such that f (0) = 0; the purpose of f is to give a variable-value
transformation of population size. Not every case makes nontrivial use of f or g, so these
are omitted for clarity when they are identify functions.
We ignore risk and uncertainty, focusing only on social orderings of degenerate outcomes. Some questions in social welfare that are debated in risky cases are less controversial
in risk-free cases, such as same-number, risk-free separability (Fleurbaey, 2010; Broome,
2015).
We begin with a set of basic axioms on %. Although the philosophical literature on
population ethics contains papers which explore denying each of these axioms, these have
been uncontroversial in the economics literature since Blackorby and Donaldson (1984),
and we adopt them throughout the paper here.
Axiom 1 (Social order). The relation % is complete, transitive, and reflexive on Ω.
Axiom 2 (Anonymity). For all u, v ∈ Ω such that n(u) = n(v), if there exists a bijection
ρ : {1, . . . , n(u)} → {1, . . . , n(u)} such that ui = vρ(i) for all i, then u ∼ v.
Axiom 3 (Continuity). For all n, m ∈ Z++ and for all u ∈ Rn , the sets {v ∈ Rm : v % u} and
{v ∈ Rm : v - u} are closed in Rm .
Axiom 4 (Same-number Pareto). For all u, v ∈ Ω such that n(u) = n(v), if u > v then u  v.
In combination, these four axioms imply that a population-sensitive social ordering can
be summarized as a social welfare function with two arguments: population size and the
same-number equally-distributed equivalent. The equally-distributed equivalent (EDE) of
6

a population u, written as Ξ(u), is the utility level that, if given to every member of the
population, would result in an equally-ranked (in the sense of ∼) same-size population.
Lemma 1 (Blackorby et al. (2005) Theorem 5.2). Axioms 1-4 are sufficient for there to exist a
social welfare function V : Ω → R and a reduced-form social welfare funciton W : Z++ × R → R,
such that for all u, v ∈ Ω,
u % v ≡ V (u) = W (n(u), Ξ(u)) ≥ W (n(v), Ξ(v)) = V (v),
where the restriction of v to Rn is continuous for all n ∈ Z++ , W is continuous and increasing
in its second argument, and the EDE Ξ has the properties that it is continuous within Rn for all
n ∈ Z++ , that Ξ(ξ1n ) = ξ for all n ∈ Z++ and all ξ ∈ R, and that Ξ(u) is within the closed
R-interval bounded by the best and worst-off people in u.

5

Every social ordering that has received attention in the population economics literature
can be expressed in this reduced form:
W AU = Ξ.
0
W X = f (n)Ξ.

W T U = nΞ.
W CLGU = n (g(Ξ) − g(α)) .

W T P ri = ng(Ξ).
n)
g(Ξ).
W RDGU = β(1−β
1−β

CLGU is critical-level generalized utilitarianism (Blackorby and Donaldson, 1984), X 0 is
variable-value utilitarianism (Ng, 1989), and TPri stands for total prioritarianism (Adler,
2009). Maximin does not satisfy axiom 4 (Pareto), but can still be reduced as W M = Ξ.

3

Repugnant conclusions

Whether the repugnant conclusion can be avoided depends on what the repugnant conclusion is. Because Parfit’s (1984) original statement of the repugnant conclusion specifically
invokes a well-off population of ten billion people, every paper in the formal population
literature has adopted a technical definition that goes beyond Parfit’s original example.
These definitions sometimes disagree, and even Parfit (2016) has written about the possible heterogeneity in instances of repugnant conclusions.6 Yet, the population economics
5

In the philosophical literature, for example, Temkin (2014) considers denial of the transitive part of
Axiom 1, Roberts (2011) denies Axiom 2, and Carlson (2017) denies Axiom 3. Such issues are a focus of a
companion working paper in that literature Budolfson and Spears (2018), which does not contain the formal
results of this paper.
6
Parfit (2016) writes of ‘a,’ ‘another,’ ‘this,’ and ‘a version of the’ repugnant conclusion.
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literature typically formalizes the repugnant conclusion as:7
Definition 1 (The (original, restricted) repugnant conclusion). For any large uh ∈ R++ , any
large nh ∈ Z++ , and any small, positive ε > 0, there exists nε ∈ Z++ such that ε1nε  uh 1nh
(Parfit, 1984).
In definition 1, the populations ε1nε and uh 1nh do not overlap: there is no intersecting
utility level vj of person j who lives the same life, irrespective of whether ε1nε or uh 1nh
is chosen. But, as Parfit (1984) also noted, “these questions [of population ethics] arise
most clearly when we compare the outcomes that would be produced, in the further
future, by different rates of population growth.” Any policy choice that changes the future
leaves the past unaffected. So, the full consequences of any actual policy choice include
many lives that intersect, unchanged in both possible populations: past lives, at least, and
plausibly more, as well. A central insight of Blackorby et al.’s (1995) “independence of
the utilities of the dead” axiom is that populations exist in time, and past populations
cannot be influenced by future choices.8 The existence of a dead, past sub-population —
or of any other unaffected population — is irrelevant to any repugnance in the choice to
create nε lives at ε rather than nh lives at uh . So, there is no normative reason to restrict the
repugnant conclusion to cases without an unaffected, intersecting population. Therefore,
in definition 2 we redefine the repugnant conclusion to remove this normatively irrelevant
restriction and to permit an intersecting sub-population v, which may be empty, and may
live in a distant time or place:
Definition 2 (The (unrestricted) repugnant conclusion). For any large uh ∈ R++ , any large
nh ∈ Z++ , and any small, positive ε > 0, there exists nε ∈ Z++ and v ∈ Ω ∪ {∅} such that
ε1nε ∪ v  uh 1nh ∪ v.
Thus, our contribution begins by offering a revised formalization of the repugnant
conclusion. In our terminology, definition 2 is the repugnant conclusion.9 Definition 1 is
the restricted repugnant conclusion.
7

In fact, in their footnote 2, Asheim and Zuber (2014) note that another formal definition of the repugnant
conclusion is available which would be implied by a slightly different set of social orderings. Therefore,
even the prior literature has noted ambiguity in what the repugnant conclusion is (Dasgupta, 2005). Further
substantive variation in the formalization of the repugnant conclusion in the literature is discussed in Section
4.4.
8
Blackorby et al. (1995) use this observation to motivate an additively separable approach to population
ethics, on the grounds that the utilities of past people should not influence the evaluation of policies that
only impact future people; although we find this axiom plausible, it is unrelated to our argument in this
paper.
9
Arrhenius (n.d.) uses an equivalent condition called the Strong Quality Addition Principle; Anglin (1977)
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Table 1: Repugnant conclusions
n =0
`

n(v) = 0 restricted repugnant conclusion
repugnant conclusion
n(v) ≥ 0

n` ≥ 0

restricted very repugnant conclusion
very repugnant conclusion

Arrhenius (2003) introduced the very repugnant conclusion, which intensified the
repugnant conclusion by stipulating that the ε lives are accompanied by a large number
of highly negative utility lives, full of suffering and not nearly worth living, which could
be avoided by choosing the uh -lives. Like Parfit’s original example of the repugnant
conclusion Arrhenius’ very repugnant conclusion is restricted, in our formal sense: it
does not include an intersecting, unaffected subpopulation v. Therefore, we introduce an
unrestricted definition, which we propose should be used to capture further instances of
the very repugnant conclusion:
Definition 3 (The (unrestricted) very repugnant conclusion). For any large uh ∈ R++ , any
large nh ∈ Z++ , any very negative u` ∈ R−− , any large n` ∈ Z++ , and any small, positive
ε > 0, there exists nε ∈ Z++ and v ∈ Ω ∪ {∅} such that ε1nε ∪ u` 1n` ∪ v  uh 1nh ∪ v.
Although we consider Definition 3 to be a natural formalization of any repugnance
in quality-quantity tradeoffs, to our knowledge no equivalent condition has previously
appeared in the population ethics literature under any name. Wherever we refer to the
“very repugnant conclusion” below, we mean the unrestricted version in Definition 3. The
restrictions and subsets can be understood and compared with Table 1, which summarizes
this paper’s revision and generalization of terminology in the literature for repugnant
conclusions.
The restriction that n(v) = 0 is irrelevant to the repugnance that some perceive in a
social ordering choosing arbitrarily many arbitrarily negative lives, along with a large
number of barely-positive lives, when arbitrarily many arbitrarily wonderful lives were
possible instead. Moreover, if the goal is to choose among actual population and economic
policies, then these can only influence the future. So, for any actual policy choice, n(v) > 0.
Noticing this, Dasgupta (2005) labels hypothetical choices where n(v) = 0 as “Genesis
problems,” and dismisses them as “the wrong problem.”10 In proceeding with unrestricted
shows that this principle is implied by both total and average utilitarianism, and Arrhenius extends this
proof to Ng’s (1989) variable-value utilitarianism. Note that our theorems below use a different condition,
the unrestricted very repugnant conclusion.
10
Dasgupta (2005) elaborates: “The Genesis Problem may have been God’s problem, but it is not the
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repugnant conclusions, we do not follow Dasgputa in ignoring cases where n(v) = 0, but
nor do we ignore cases where n(v) > 0. Therefore, we conclude that the cases where
n(v) > 0 are at least as normatively and practically important as the restricted cases where
n(v) = 0, and that there is no normative or practical reason to impose a constraint to the
restricted subset.

4

Consequences of Aggregation

This paper partitions the social orderings defended in the population economics literature
into those that satisfy an axiom of Aggregation and those that satisfy an axiom of nonAggregation. This section focuses on the former; the next section focuses on the latter.
Here, section 4.1 introduces axioms which make meaningful the zero level of utility (used
in the repugnant conclusion’s emphasis on ε > 0 lives). Then, section 4.2 presents the
Aggregation axiom and, with it, our first theorem. Finally, section 4.3 discusses properties
that are sufficient for a social ordering to satisfy Aggregation.

4.1

Axioms of zero

The repugnant conclusion invokes the prospect of lives at ε > 0, slightly-positive “lives that
are barely worth living” in Parfit’s words. None of the basic axioms have yet distinguished
among lives that are 0, positive, or negative. For Parfit’s original repugnant conclusion
to be meaningful, we must make an assumption about these lives. Indeed, if there is no
meaningful or obvious assumption to be made about lives at and above zero, it is not clear
why any conclusion about them would be “repugnant.”
The classic zero axiom, named “mere addition” by Parfit, is that adding a life of utility
above zero does not make a population worse:
Definition 4 (Mere addition). For all v ∈ Ω, u ∈ R++ , it is the case that v ∪ u11 % v.
Many social orderings in the literature do not satisfy mere addition. Average utilitarianism and Ng’s (1989) variable-value utilitarianism fail mere addition because additional
positive lives could lower average utility. Here, we focus again on RDGU as a leading
recent proposal that avoid’s Parfit’s restricted example of the repugnant conclusion. RDGU
not only fails mere addition, but additionally may refuse the addition of arbitrarily good,
problem we face. We are here.”
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positive lives even when such additional lives increase average utility (or g-transformed
utility):
Example 3. Let nh ∈ Z++ be any number of lives and uh ∈ R++ be any large utility level. Then
there exists a v ∈ Ω such that v  0 and v ∪ uh 1nh has higher total and average utility than v
(and the same minimum), but RDGU ranks v  v ∪ uh 1nh .
Note that Example 3 is not true of maximin, maximax, total utilitarianism, average
utilitarianism, Ng’s variable-value utilitarianism, or CLGU. In fact, RDGU also implies
the following consequence, which is arguably more striking, and which violates what
Arrhenius (n.d.) calls a “dominance” condition, in which good lives are added while
improving the welfare of all otherwise-existing people:
Example 4. Let nh ∈ Z++ be any number of lives and uh ∈ R++ be any large utility level. Then
there exists a v ∈ Ω such that v  0 and v ∪ uh 1nh has higher total and average utility than v
(and the same minimum) and there further exists ε ∈ R++ such that RDGU ranks v  v0 ∪ uh 1nh ,
where vi0 = vi + ε for all i.
Examples 3 and 4 are proven in appendix A.2. Therefore, instead of using mere addition,
our Theorem 1 allows a social ordering to satisfy either of two even more attractive zero
axioms. Average utilitarianism, variable-value utilitarianism, and RDGU each satisfy
axioms 5 and 6 (as do total utilitarianism and prioritarianism; as do orderings such as
maximin and maximax with reduced forms that are insensitive to n). So, axioms 5 and
6 can be satisfied even by social orderings with the implications in Examples 2 and 3.
Axioms 5 and 6 use the equally-distributed equivalent to avoid the problematic cases for
average-type theories where additional positive lives bring down the population-wide
average.
Axiom 5 (First zero axiom: EDE dominance). For any u, v ∈ Ω with a reduced-form representation, if Ξ(u) > Ξ(v) > 0 and n(u) > n(v), then u  v.
Axiom 6 (Second zero axiom: EDE priority for lives worth living). For any u, v ∈ Ω with a
reduced-form representation, if Ξ(u) > 0 > Ξ(v), then u  v.
If the reader finds axioms expressed in terms of the EDE difficult to assess intuitively,
note that, because the social orderings can be represented with a reduced form, it would
be equivalent to express axioms 5 and 6 limited only to the R × Z++ subset of Ω containing
only perfectly equal-utility populations.
11

4.2

Axiom of Aggregation

The last step before Theorem 1 is an axiom of Aggregation. We interpret it to reflect a
weak commitment to not-so-unequal consideration of the interests of the full set of people
who ever exist. Although formally distinct from the aggregation axiom of Fleurbaey and
Tungodden (2010) (who focus on a limited-size loss, rather than a loss accruing to a limited
fraction of the population), it reflects the same intuition: that a bounded loss or gain
accruing to only a small part of the population cannot have a large effect on the social
evaluation, if the consequences are different for everybody else.
Axiom 7 (Aggregation). For any u ∈ Ω, any small positive real number δ > 0, and any utility

level ξ ∈ R, there exists n∗ ∈ Z++ such that if n > n∗ , then Ξ (u ∪ ξ1n ) − Ξ ξ1n+n(u) < δ.
The Aggregation axiom holds that the EDE becomes diminishingly sensitive to any
consequence for a small subset of the population, as that subset becomes a small enough
part of a large enough population. Note that the comparison in the axiom between u ∪ ξ1n
and ξ1n+n(u) holds population size constant. As section 4.3 details, many social orderings
in the population economics literature satisfy Aggregation.
Theorem 1. If % satisfies the basic axioms (1-4) or otherwise has a reduced-form representation
with the properties in the Lemma, Aggregation (7), and at least one of the zero axioms (5 or 6),
then % implies the very repugnant conclusion (moreover, if axiom 5 is satisfied, the unaffected
population v in the very repugnant conclusion can be restricted to be positive, so v  0).
Proof. See appendix section A.3.
The cases that are repugnant for one social ordering may not be for another. An
important observation is that the binary choices in which, for example, TU would make a
repugnant choice are not a superset of the choices in which AU would make a repugnant
choice.11 Nor, as the theorem notes, is it required that v  0.

4.3

Which social welfare functions satisfy Aggregation?

The significance of Theorem 1 is in the contrast between the extent of the theorem’s scope,
on the one hand, and the conventional wisdom about the repugnant conclusion, on the
To see this, consider a case where ε = 10−6 , nε = 10, 000, uh = 9, nh = 10, and v is 10 lives at -10 (for
simplicity, let n` = 0). AU would choose the ε lives and TU would choose the uh lives. If ε = 0, which would
only increase the repugnance of that choice, AU would continue to choose the ε lives as nε becomes ever
larger, but TU would continue to choose the uh lives.
11

12

other hand. The population economics literature contains many studies which contrast
average and total utilitarianism (sometimes called Millian and Benthemite social welfare functions, in this literature) as alleged opposite approaches to social evaluation (e.g.
Nerlove et al., 1982).12 On this common view, the repugnant conclusion is widely understood to be a problematic implication only of total utilitarianism, total prioritarianism, and
related totalist social objectives, which allegedly offers a reason to reject these orderings in
favor of alternatives such as average utilitarianism or variable-value utilitarianism, which
would not imply the repugnant conclusion. Theorem 1 tells us that this is a misunderstanding, because all four of these social orderings (and more) imply the very repugnant
conclusion, properly understood.
A sufficient condition to satisfy Aggregation is for the reduced-form representation to
take the form:


n(u)
X
(1)
V (u) = W n(u),
g (ui )
i=1

This family of functional forms is common in the population economics literature. It
includes total, average, variable-value, and critical-level versions of utilitarianism, prioritarianism, and egalitarianism.13 One reason that the family in equation 1 is attractive is
because it satisfies same-number independence:
Axiom 8 (Same-number independence). For any u, v, w, x ∈ Ω such that n(u) = n(v) and
n(w) = n(x), if u ∪ w % v ∪ w then u ∪ x % v ∪ x and similarly for .
Consider the large set of ordinary, non-population economic policy decisions. Should
taxes transfer more from the rich to the poor? Should schools invest more in younger or
older children? If these policies do not change the size of the population, then they are
same-number questions. If the social ordering does not satisfy same-number independence,
then assessing these policies requires knowing the utility of unaffected people in distant
places and times. This is true, for example, of RDGU. Imagine a policy that would take 10
12

Further examples include Palivos and Yip (1993), Dasgupta (2005), Boucekkine and Fabbri (2013), Spears
(2017), Scovronick et al. (2017), and Lawson and Spears (2018).
13
In this paper we distinguish between prioritarianism and egalitarianism using the definitions of Broome
(2015). Both functional forms use concave g transformations and same-number risk-free additive separability,
but the prioritarian social welfare function is additively separable, while egalitarianism
follows Fleurbaey


Pn(u)
1
AE
−1
(2010) in inverting g to use the EDE, so average egalitarianism is W (u) = g
i=1 g(ui ) and
n(u)


Pn(u)
1
total egalitarianism is W T E (u) = n(u)g −1 n(u)
i=1 g(ui ) . Total prioritarianism satisfies mere addition
but total egalitarianism does not; both satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 and therefore imply the very
repugnant conclusion. Nothing hinges on our use of this terminology from the literature, however.
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units of utility away from each of 100 people at utility 100 and give 8 units of utility to each
of 100 people at utility 10. Is this policy desirable? Any same-number additively-separable
ordering can answer immediately, but RDGU additionally needs to know how many
rank-orders (perhaps people in different continents, or ancient Egypt, or the far future) are
between utilities 10 and 100. We find this both normatively and pragmatically implausible.
Same-number independence is not quite sufficient for the functional form in equation
1. As Blackorby et al. (1998) and Blackorby et al. (2005) show, in the context of the basic
axioms (1-4), same-number independence is sufficient for there to exist a set of populationsize-indexed increasing and continuous functions g n such that the EDE has an additively
separable structure for all n:
n(u)
X
Ξ(u) =
g n(u) (ui ) .
(2)
i=1

Equation 2, unlike equation 1, permits g to differ by n, which could prevent Ξ from
converging as Aggregation requires. A sufficient condition, in the context of the basic
axioms, for same-number independence to imply the form in equation 1 is replication
invariance:
Axiom 9 (Replication invariance). For any u, v ∈ Ω and any n ∈ Z++ , if u % v then
S
S
nu %
n v and similarly for .
Note that replication invariance does not itself imply same-number separability (maximin satisfies replication invariance but not separability) nor the reverse. Although many
of the social orderings in population economics satisfy replication invariance, RDGU does
not.14 Fleurbaey and Tungodden (2010) and Asheim and Zuber (2018) emphasize the role
of replication invariance in the conflict between aggregation and non-aggregation. In our
framework, however, replication invariance is not necessary for our results. It is sufficient
for same-number separability (axiom 8) and the basic axioms (1-4) to imply Aggregation if
g n (u)
goes to 0 as n goes to infinity for all fixed u ∈ R. Then
n

lim 

m→∞

1
m + n(u)

n(u)
X
i=1


g m+n(u) (ui ) +

m
g m+n(u) (ξ) − g m+n(u) (ξ) = 0,
m + n(u)

(3)

for all u and ξ, which is what Aggregation requires. So, for example, setting g n (ui ) =
√
ui n − e−ui + 1 in equation 2 would satisfy Aggregation and every other condition in
14

With β = 0.7, RDGU ranks (−1, 1.5)  012 but (−1, −1, 1.5, 1.5) ≺ 014 .
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Theorem 1, and therefore would imply the very repugnant conclusion, but would not
satisfy replication invariance.15 We are aware of no same-number separable social welfare
function that is defended in the literature that does not satisfy equation 3, nor of any
normative argument for violating it in a same-number separable social ordering.
Corollary 1. If % satisfies the basic axioms (1-4) and same-number independence (8), then it has a
same-number separable reduced-form representation (Lemma); if additionally it satisfies at least
n
one of the zero axioms (5 or 6) and its set of g n satisfy that limn→∞ g n(u) = 0 for all u ∈ R, then %
implies the very repugnant conclusion.
To emphasize, Aggregation is a different-number axiom of population ethics, but it is
a consequence of same-number independence (familiar from ordinary, fixed-population
economic policy analysis) combined with the different-number condition in equation 3
that same-number inequality aversion (or, more broadly, how the increasing shape of g n (u)
changes in n) is not changing too quickly in population size. A very broad family of social
welfare functions is:
 


n(u)
X
1
V (u) = f (n (u)) h 
g(ui ) − h (g(c)) ,
(4)
n(u) i=1
where, in addition to the definitions elsewhere, c ∈ R+ ; n > m ∈ Z++ implies f (n) ≥ f (m);
and either h(x) = x or h(x) = g −1 (x). Each of these satisfies Aggregation.

4.4

Rank-dependent and critical-level generalized utilitarianism

Example 2 in the introduction showed that RDGU implies the unrestricted repugnant
conclusion of Definition 2. Yet, neither maximin nor RDGU satisfies Aggregation. Similarly, critical-level generalized utilitarianism (Blackorby and Donaldson, 1984) satisfies
Aggregation but does not satisfy either of the zero axioms unless it is “standardized” such
that the critical level is zero16 . All of these social orderings are addressed by Theorem 2,
below. Here, we briefly note that the understanding in the literature that CLGU and RDGU
Pn(u)
√
Consider a totalist version: W (u) = i=1 (ui n − e−ui + 1). Then, (−0.51, 0.1, 0.5) ≺ 013 , but the
order is reversed if both populations are replicated 100 times.
16
Broome (2004) advances a case for CLGU which he “standardizes” by setting the critical level equal to
zero, adjusting g to match. Broome interprets his resulting social ordering to imply the repugnant conclusion,
which he argues is unintuitive but ultimately acceptable. What Broome there calls “the repugnant conclusion,”
Arrhenius (n.d.) names “the weak repugnant conclusion,” a further example of simultaneous debate in the
prior literate about the extent and acceptability of the repugnant conclusion.
15
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escape the repugnant conclusion depends on a further way in which the formalization of
the repugnant conclusion varies in the literature.17
Each of Blackorby et al. (2005), Asheim and Zuber (2014), Arrhenius (n.d.) state a
definition of repugnance in which uh > ε > 0 and, implicitly, n(v) = 0. However,
Blackorby et al. (2005) and Asheim and Zuber (2014) further require that nε > nh , but
Arrhenius (n.d.) does not. In other words, they require that nε be large. But it is even
more repugnant to choose a lower quantity of lower-quality lives over a larger quantity
of higher-quality lives. Additionally, Arrhenius (n.d.) interprets ε-lives qualitatively as
“barely worth living,” while Asheim and Zuber (2014) merely require that they be worse
than uh . For both RDGU (for any fixed β) and CLGU (for any fixed c) there exist cases
where x, y ∈ R++ , x > y, and n(v) = 0 such that y1m  x1n for some m, n ∈ Z++ .18 This,
too, is a repugnant conclusion — and RDGU and CLGU imply it.
Moreover, although RDGU does not satisfy Aggregation, it implies the unrestricted
very repugnant conclusion. The mechanism is the same as in Example 2. To see this,
expand Definition 3 in a way that only intensifies the normative repugnance, by allowing
the size of the high-utility population to be increased to any ñh > nh . Then, choose a
very-high-utility v and choose ñh much larger than nε and n` .
Finally, CLGU implies its own very repugnant conclusion, which is proven analogously
to the sadistic conclusion in the literature:
Example 5. For any large uh ∈ R++ , any large nh ∈ Z++ , any very negative u` ∈ R−− , any
large n` ∈ Z++ , and any small, positive ε > 0, there exists ε̄ > ε and nε̄ , nε ∈ Z++ such that
u` 1n` ∪ ε1nε  uh 1nh ∪ ε̄1nε̄ .
To see the proof, choose ε̄ ∈ (ε, c) and make nε̄ very large. Thus, CLGU chooses
u` 1n` ∪ ε1nε even though every person in it is worse off than every person in uh 1nh ∪ ε̄1nε̄ ;
even though uh 1nh ∪ ε̄1nε̄ contains no negative-utility lives; and even though u` 1n` ∪ ε1nε
contains no excellent lives. This, too, is a very repugnant conclusion.
These examples offer further demonstrations that, although social orderings can be
constructed that escape some instances or formalizations of repugnance, such results
should not be conflated with escaping all instances of a repugnant quantity-quality tradeoff.
In some cases, indeed, the entailed repugnance is even more extreme — such as choosing
a smaller worse-off population.
17

To our knowledge, we are the first to note this discrepancy or its implications.
To see this, for RDGU, choose y that is very close to x, let n = 1 and let m > 1. For CLGU let c > x > y > 0
and n be much larger than m (a violation for CLGU of axiom 5).
18
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5

Consequences of Non-Aggregation

Because same-number, risk-free19 independence is an attractive axiom for evaluating
economic policy, Theorem 1 applies to most social orderings that are used in welfare
economics — even many that have commonly been interpreted to evade the repugnant
conclusion. However, there are exceptions: Non-aggregative views such as maximin
and other rank-dependent orderings. In this section, therefore, we broaden our scope to
include orderings that take the opposite approach to social evaluation: those that satisfy
Non-Aggregation. Non-Aggregation permits gains to enough of the worst-off members of
the population to outweigh consequences for the better-off rest of the population.
Axiom 10 (Non-Aggregation). For any u ∈ Ω, any ξ ∈ R, and any δ > 0 such that ξ + δ <
min(u), there exists n∗ ∈ Z++ such that if n > n∗ , then (ξ + δ)1n+n(u)  ξ1n ∪ u.
Non-Aggregation is satisfied by maximin, critical-level leximin (with positive or zero
critical level, see Asheim and Zuber, 2014), and by RDGU (also with positive or zero critical
level).
To extend to the broader set of social orderings that satisfy either Aggregation or
Non-Aggregation, we must broaden the applied definition of the repugnant conclusion.
Again, we can do this with a small change that preserves the repugnance that some
perceive in the quantity-quality tradeoffs of welfarist social orderings. The aggregate
normative consequences of tiny changes have been explored and sometimes criticized as
thoroughly in same-number cases as in population ethics’ different number cases (Cowen,
1996; Fleurbaey and Tungodden, 2010). To capture this, we define a general, arbitrarily
small change to the welfare distribution of a population:
Definition 5 (ε-change). Population u is separated only by an ε-change from v if either:
• n(u) = n(v) + 1 and v ∪ ε11 = u, or
• n(u) = n(v), there is one j such that uj = vj + ε, and ui = vi for all i 6= j.
If a population is separated from another by two or more ε-changes, then any one person
in the population may receive at most one ε-change.
19

This paper does not put any restrictions on how % handles risky cases, because it only makes axioms
about risk-free cases. Although a recent literature in welfare economics has debated the merits of separability
in risky cases, there is wider agreement about risk-free cases.
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With the definition of ε-change, we can define an extended very repugnant conclusion,
of which the very repugnant conclusion is the strict subset of cases in which all ε-changes
are additions of ε11 :
Definition 6 (Extended very repugnant conclusion). For any large uh ∈ R++ , any large
nh ∈ Z++ , any very negative u` ∈ R−− , any large n` ∈ Z++ , and any small, positive ε > 0,
there exists nε ∈ Z++ , m` ≥ n` , mh ≥ nh , and v` , vh ∈ Ω, v ∈ Ω ∪ {∅} such that:
• v`  vh ,
• vh = uh 1mh ∪ v, and
• v` is separated by nε ε-changes from u` 1m` ∪ v.
The extended very repugnant conclusion holds that many terrible lives full of suffering,
which need never be lived, should be created, when many wonderful lives are available,
merely so some other people receive tiny benefits. Every social ordering deemed plausible
in the literature implies it:
Theorem 2. If % satisfies the basic axioms (1-4), or otherwise has a W (n, Ξ) reduced form
representation with the properties in the Lemma, and satisfies either Aggregation (7) or NonAggregation (10), then % implies the extended very repugnant conclusion.
Proof. See appendix section A.4.
Theorem 2 implies that the extended very repugnant conclusion is implied by every
social ordering that we are aware to be defended in the population economics literature.20
It is implied by maximax. It is implied by Sider’s (1991) Geometrism. It is implied by odd
but imaginable examples such as:
• Rank populations by the sum of their two worst-off utilities, and rank populations of
size 1 at 0.
 P

α
• V (u) = n1 n(u)
g(u
)
− n(u)
, for α > 0 (suggested for illustration by Partha Dasi
i=1
gupta).
P
• Negative utilitarianism: V (u) = {i:ui <0} ui (Smart, 1958).
• Any social ordering otherwise used in this paper, but lives of ranks that are not
prime, divisible by three, or powers of ten are treated as though they do not exist.
20

Theorem 2 below does not use these axioms of zero (5 and 6) because ε-changes need not involve lives
near zero utility.
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6

Conclusion

The contribution of this paper begins in recognizing that the repugnant conclusion, as it
has been used in the formal population ethics literature, has been limited to only a subset of
equivalently repugnant cases. Although the prior literature has formalized the repugnant
conclusion in a variety of substantively distinct ways, it has overlooked the importance
of an unaffected subset of the population. So, we use a more inclusive formalization of
the repugnant conclusion. Theorem 1 has a three-part structure that generalizes the three
parts of Ng’s (1989) impossibility theorem, while retaining or intensifying their normative
importance.21
We weaken logically, but not normatively, the usual formalization of repugnance. It is
not a surprise that such a change has the consequence that more social orderings imply
it. Instead, what is important about these results is their extent: all social orderings in
the population economics literature — and more — imply an instance of the repugnant
conclusion. Totalism is therefore not qualitatively special in this way. The conventional
wisdom about the repugnant conclusion merely reflects an arbitrary boundary drawn
through a map of equivalently repugnant cases.
The implication is that the repugnant conclusion cannot be escaped. Therefore, implying repugnance offers no methodological guidance in the choice among social welfare
functions. In this way, our method and conclusion compare with those of Fleurbaey
and Tungodden (2010), who have a related but different substantive focus. They show
that all plausible social orderings imply either a Tyranny of Aggregation or a Tyranny of
Non-Aggregation, and conclude that “one should be cautious when criticizing maximin,
(generalized) utilitarianism or any other social ordering on the basis of how they perform
in extreme cases. The assessment of the various possible social ordering functions should
be more comprehensive and, maybe, more focused on cases that are directly relevant to
actual policy issues.” Although we do not argue that either aggregation or non-aggregation
is tyrannical, we draw a similar conclusion for population ethics: axiomatic avoidance of a
repugnant conclusion should be dropped as a methodological requirement for population
economics.
Following this conclusion leaves open which family of social orderings to choose. We
take no position on whether the social ordering should be averagist, totalist, prioritarian,
21

Our axioms of zero play a part similar to mere addition (but only apply to perfectly-equal populations);
our Aggregation axiom has a role similar to Ng’s Non-Antiegalitarianism; and we use an unrestricted
repugnant conclusion.
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utilitarian, or otherwise. Zuber and Asheim (2012), for example, advocate RDGU without
reference to the repugnant conclusion, because its approach to discounting has attractive
properties, especially in the face of the intergenerational challenge of climate change;
for these reasons and others, RDGU may prove the best family of social orderings to
choose. Or, perhaps following Blackorby et al.’s (1995) recognition of independence of
utilities of the dead, we may decide that separability or existence independence makes
the CLGU family best — without necessarily even deciding whether the critical level is
zero or slightly positive. Or, we may simply rest assured that with β close to 1, the policy
recommendations of these two approaches will agree. Indeed, policy evaluations routinely
investigate the robustness of conclusions to a range of functional forms and normative
parameters, such as time discounting, inequality aversion, or values of a statistical life.
Ultimately, population economics can similarly verify the robustness of policy conclusions
to alternative shapes of f , g, and h or values of β and c and to alternative social orderings
— each of which would imply repugnant conclusions in some imaginable case.

A
A.1

Proofs
Proof of RDGU Examples 1 and 2

Example 1. The proof is by construction. If g is not the identity function, use prioritariantransformed utilities throughout the proof. Fix β and any linear or concave continuous g
where g(0) = 0. γ > 0 is a very small utility increment which will be specified later. µ > r∗
is a rank that will be set later. Then define utilities as follows:
u[r]
u[r]
u[r]
u[r]
u[r]

= 1 − 3γ
=1−γ
=1
= 1 + ε + 2γ
= 1 + ε + 3γ + δ

v[r]
v[r]
v[r]
v[r]
v[r]

= 1 − 4γ
r=1
= 1 − 2γ
1 < r < r∗
=1+ε
r = r∗
=1+ε+γ
r∗ < r ≤ µ
= 1 + ε + 3γ µ < r ≤ µ + m

By choice of a sufficiently large µ, the large utility benefits of δ go to zero in RDGU’s
social value, because they become further and further in rank from r∗ . By choice of a
sufficiently small γ, the utility losses become small relative to ε.
For maximin and maximax, it is clear that the minimum and maximum are greater in u.
By choosing large enough µ and δ (presumably δ > ε), the total utility in u can be made
20

larger than the total utility in v, including in g-transformation, which makes u preferred
for any social ordering with generalized utilitarian same-number sub-principles (because
n(u) = n(v)), which includes total and average utilitarianism, prioritarian and egalitarian
versions of these, critical-level generalized utilitarianism (Blackorby and Donaldson, 1984),
and Ng’s (1989) variable-value functional form.
Example 2. The essence of the proof is to make v very-high-utility and make nε < nh . See
Section 4.4 for a discussion of how alternative formalizations of the repugnant conclusion
in the literature do or do not include cases where nε < nh .
Let nε = 1. By hypothesis, nh is “large,” which implies greater than one person. Choose
P nh

uh

v ∈ R++ such that v > 1−βi=1
+ 1. Then let v = v110 . The larger number of uh will cause
nh −1
RDGU to reduce the social value of the even-much-better lives in v.

A.2

Proof of RDGU Examples 3 and 4

The proof for Example 3 will construct a v with these properties. If g is not the identity
function, use transformed utilities. v has two levels of utility, v ` and v h , such that 0 <
v ` < uh < v h . Let there be 1 v h life, and choose a large number n` of v ` lives such that the
average utility of v is below uh , so adding the uh lives increases the average (and total).
Then, v  v ∪ uh 1nh according to RDGU if
`
`


1 − βn ` 
1 − β n ` n` +1 h
h
`
v +β
v >β
v + value of uh lives +β n β n +1 v h = V v ∪ uh 1nh
V (v) = β
1−β
1−β

Which will be positive if


1 − βn

h



βn

` +1



v h > value of uh lives

Because the right hand side is finite, an arbitrarily large v h can be chosen to make the
` ` +v h
inequality true. To make the uh lives increase the average, it must be that v nn` +1
< uh . Let
v ` become close to zero from above. Then both inequalities can be met if n` is chosen such
1
that n` + 1 > 1−β
.
By continuity of RDGU, the proof can be extended immediately to Example 4 by
choosing a sufficiently small ε > 0.
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A.3

Proof of Theorem 1

The basic axioms (1-4) are sufficient for an n-indexed family of Ξ functions to exist, and for
W (n, Ξ) to be a reduced-form representation of % on Ω.
The proof uses axiom 7 twice. Let R 3 ν < ε, and ν will be more specified later. The
unaffected population will be constructed as v = ν1m for some m ≥ 0. By letting m

become large, Axiom 7 has the result that Ξ uh 1nh ∪ ν1m converges to ν. Then, by letting

nε become large (much larger than m), Ξ ε1nε ∪ u` 1n` ∪ ν1m converges to ε.
If % satisfies axiom 5, then choose ν ∈ (0, ε) and let m become large and then the very
repugnant conclusion is implied without the unaffected population having negative lives.
If % satisfies axiom 6 but not axiom 5, choose ν < 0.

A.4

Proof of Theorem 2

Because the extended very repugnant conclusion implies the very repugnant conclusion,
the proof of Theorem 1 applies for social orderings with a reduced form representation
that satisfy Aggregation and a zero axiom.
For social orderings that satisfy Aggregation but not a zero axiom, or for social orderings
that satisfy Non-Aggregation, the proof by construction uses the uj = vj + ε horn of
the definition of ε-change. For Aggregation axioms, simply include a very large base
population, and in the combined population with bad lives, improve them all by ε.
To begin a construction for Non-Aggregation social orderings, choose any ε, u` , uh , n` ,
and nh according to the EVRC. Next, set mh and m` in the EVRC to both be the maximum
of nh + 1 and n` + 1. Then, let ξ in the Axiom be u` − ε from the EVRC. Let δ in the
axiom be ε from the EVRC. Notice that ξ + δ in the Axiom now equals u` from the EVRC.
Now, let u from the Axiom be uh 1mh . Notice that n(u) from the Axiom is now fixed at
n(u) = mh = m` from the EVRC.
The construction next uses the Non-Aggregation axiom. We have now specified a u, ξ,
and δ. So, there exists an n∗ such that if n > n∗ then (ξ + δ)1n+n(u)  ξ1n ∪ u. Choose such
an n and call it ñ.
This construction fulfills the conditions of the Extended VRC. Note that we may choose
any v ∈ Ω. Let v = ξ1ñ . Now notice that ξ1ñ ∪ u from the Axiom is ξ1ñ ∪ uh 1mh , which is
v ∪ uh 1mh = vh from the EVRC. Let v` = (ξ + δ)1ñ+n(u) = (ξ + δ)1ñ+m` = (u` )1ñ ∪ (u` )1m` =
(ξ + ε)1ñ ∪ (u` )1m` . Set nε equal to ñ. Finally, we can se that (ξ + ε)1ñ ∪ (u` )1m` is separated
by nε ε-changes from v ∪ (u` )1m` .
22

Maximin and maximax both have a reduced-form representation (simply as Ξ, with no
sensitivity to n) and can be shown to imply the extended very repugnant conclusion by
having v contain the least or greatest (respectively) utility level, and then increasing this
with one ε-change.
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